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Tsuguka Tae

Tae Tsuguka is a player character used by Primitive Polygon.

Tae

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja NH-33 / Female
Age: Four years.

Height: 5“7ft.
Weight: 111lb.

Measurements: 36B-25-41.
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Pilot / Prehistoric Neko Archetype

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
Intended Placement: YSS Yukika II

Physical Characteristics

Build and Skin Color: Mostly immediately noticeable is her skin tone, which is a vibrant, blood-like
crimson hue. Despite retaining the factory preset neko hourglass build, Tae has more robust shoulders
and hips, plus longer legs in comparison to her torso. The build is on the more statuesque end of athletic,
with chiseled abs and tremendously intimidating squeezin' paws with sharp silvery nails.

Eyes and Facial Features: An angular and wolfish visage with large eyebrows, high cheekbones, a
pointed jawline, and oversized fangs. Her hooded eyes have glossy yellow sclera with penetrating golden
irises.
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Ears: Cat-style with black fur covering all but the inside edge.

Hair Color and Style: A long black-brown hime cut that is incredibly glossy and well kept.

Distinguishing Features: Pearlescent ivory blade-shapes mark both their cheeks (Nekovalkyrja Facial
Markings), with an extra chevron on their forehead, giving a look somewhere between magical tiger
stripes and an oni's face armor. Similar markings placed on her upper shoulders echo this.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Brooding and intense, but also pragmatic and loyal, Tae has a strong military mindset,
obsessed with following protocol and procedure. Thus she can come across as robotic and difficult to
make friends with, but is actually rather cherishing internally, and often disappointed that she can't do
cute things without looking weird. When she gets excited, mad or motivated, more animalistic aspects
come more naturally, overflowing with cat-like instincts. Her smile is intimidating, and she doesn't blink
as much as she should. They don't like being alone or without orders for too long.

Likes: Cleaning/cleanliness, order, flowers, vapourwave music, dolls, samurai memorabilia, feeling
appreciated, her own bad cooking, anything mechanical.
Dislikes: Being separated from others or having to think too much for herself, wasting money or
resources, inefficiency, disorder. Long periods of inaction.
Goals: To do the Yamatai nation proud and become a well-respected combat veteran.

Connections

Mother - Tsuguka Toyoe.
Second Mom - Eguichi Eisei.
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History

Tei was born (supposedly via parthenogenesis), spring YE 41.

Pre-RP

Basically a clone of their mother in many regards, Tae retained all of the combat training and several
early memories. Despite this, Toyoe had rather changed over the years, racking up hundreds of kills
during dozens of dire missions, a life shrouded in covert secrets and lies, skirting close to SAINT on
several occasions- Gaining a better understanding of people, but constantly feeling corrupted by her
standing as an infantry officer, a tool of pure killing potential.

The overly practical decision to have a child, at the tail end of a major war none the less, was a
questionable one. But Toyoe wanted to give Tae the stability and support to enroll into the officer class,
becoming something more than she had the chance to become 'the first time around'.

Toyoe had moved on to private investigation work at that point, without too much professional clout to
influence how Tae progressed in her classes- But the interactions between the two of them still remained
bafflingly warm and doting to outsiders.

The young oni thus dedicated themselves to earning a commision in starship piloting with a meticulous,
brute force approach, memorizing every piece of starship literature and combat manual she could, in
almost complete lack of a social life. Known as a bit of a musclehead with overly aggressive movesets,
but generally above average simulator test scores, they none the less passed training with ruthless
efficiency and dedication.

Upon obtaining their commission, Tae was enrolled as an officer cadet on the YSS Yukika II.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Tsuguka Toyoe has the following notable skills:

Starship Operation
Communication
Fighting
Technology Operation
Mathematics
Maintenance and Repair
Survival and Military

Inventory & Finance

Tae Tsuguka has the Star Army Standard Issue Items, plus an NMX Officer Sword (Originally belonging to
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Eguichi).

Tae Tsuguka currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2024/02/26 13:57 using the namespace template.

In the case primitive_polygon becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Tae Tsuguka
Character Owner Primitive Polygon
Character Status Active Player Character
Plots YSS Yukika II: A Classic SARP Adventure
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment YSS Yukika II
Assigned Quarters R4-1
Battlestation Piloting and Weapons Station
Orders Orders
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